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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 5, 1976

MEM)RANDUM FOR:

FKM:

SUBJECT:

Since your meeting with the Leadership this rroming, and your guidance
to me, the EPB indicates there still remain sare problems as to what
should be offered as the Administration's tax cut in the pending tax
bill.
Your tax reduction proposal calls for a $10 Billion tax cut. 'Ibis
$10 Billion ~uld be achieved by a series of reductions involving not
only individual inaane tax exanption increase but also changes in rate
structures and corporate tax reductions.
'!be reduction of taxes by increase of personal exarption fran $750 to
$1,000 is only a part and will contriliute possilily $5 Billion of the
proJ?Osed cut.
Bill Seidman and others on the EPB are concemed al:out the abandomrent
of the other tax reduction proposals because it will be viewed as a
retreat fran the Administration's program of overall tax relief.
Additionally, as a part of your proposal there was a call for a dollarfor-dollar tax reduction with a reduction in Federal expenditures.
'!here does not seem to be any major problem with not pursuing the
expenditure reduction but guidance is needed on the other proposals
aside fran the personal exanption.
Carl Curtis is not enthusiastic al:out a broad arrendrnent beyon(l the
personal exanption but I believe he can be prevailed up;:n to offer
it if insisted. Senator Curtis indicates that our p35ition should
be ccrnnunicated to him not later than 5:00 p.m. this afternoon in
order that they can prepare for tcm::>rrow' s session. Consequently,
I would appreciate you indicating your choice of the foll<;Ming options:
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Go with the original action to introduce the original tax
reduction package to include personal exarption arrl other

reduction features but without the expepditure reduction.
Approve
2.

------

Go with the personal exarption increase fran $750 to $1,000
only.

Approve --"'----3.

Disapprove

Disapprove _______

Have a meeting with your tax experts before any action is taken.
Approve ----------

Disapprove

MOTION TO TABLE THE DOLE AMENDMENT TO I NCREASE THE PERSONAL
EXEMPTION BY $250.00 -- TABLED 57-29
FOR TABLING
AGAINST TABLING
Baker
Bartlett
Beall
Bellmon
Brock
Brooke
Buckley
Case
Dole
Curtis
Domenici
Javits
Fannin
Laxalt
Garn
Packwood
Goldwater
Taft
Griffin
Percy
Randolph
Hansen
Abourezk
Ribicoff
Hatfield
Allen
Sparkman
Helms
Bayh
· r.1athias
Stennis
Bentsen
Stevenson McClure
Bumpers
Stone
Pearson
Burdick
Symington
Roth
Byrd, H.
Talmadge
Scott, H.
Chiles
Williams
Scott, W
Church
Stafford
Clark
Thurmond
Cranston
Tower
Culver
Wedcker
Eastland
Byrd, R.
Ford
Durkin
Glenn
Jackson
Gravel
Metcalf
Hart, G.
Montoya
Haskell
Pastore
Hathaway
· Hollings
Huddleston
Humphrey
Inouye
Kennedy
Leahy
Long
Magnuson
Mansfield
HcClellan
McGee
Mcintyre
Morgan
Moss
Muskie
Ne lson
Nunn
Pell
Proxrnire

ABSENT
B1den
Cannon
Eagleton
Hart, P.
Hartke
Johnston
McGovern
Hondale
Tunney
-Fong
-Hruska
-schweiker
-Stevens
-Young
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SlJI3.JECI':

Since your meeting with the Leadership this morning, and your guidance
to me, the EPB indicates there still remain sane problems as to what
should be offered as the Administration 1 s tax cut in the pending tax
bill.
Your tax reduction proposal calls for a $10 Billion tax cut. This
$10 Billion ~uld be achieved by a series of reductions involving not
only individual incx.:me tax exemption increase but also changes in rate
structures and cdrporate tax reductions.
The reduction of taxes by increase of :personal exemption from $7 50 to
$1,000 is only a part and will contribute possibly $5 Billion of the
proposed cut.
Bill Seidman and others on the EPB are concerned about the abandomnent
of the other tax reduction proposals because it will be viewed as a
retreat fran the Administration 1 s program of overall tax relief.
Additionally, as a part of your proposal there was a call for a dollarfor-dollar tax reduction with a reduction in Federal expenditures.
There does not seem to be any major problem with not pursuing the
expenditure reduction but guidance is needed on the other proposals
aside fran the :personal exemption.
Carl Curtis is not enthusiastic about a broad amendment beyond the
:personal exemption but I believe he can be prevailed upon to offer
it if insisted. Senator Curtis indicates that our pGsition should
be ccmnunicated to him not later than 5:00 p.m. this afternoon in
order that they can prepare for torrorrow 1 s session. Consequently,
I ~uld appreciate you indicating your choice of the following options:
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Go with the original action to introduce the original tax
reduction package to include personal exatption and other
reduction featUres but without the~~ reduction.

Approve

2.

Yfl· ~

with the personal exemption increase fran $750 to $1,000
only.
Go

Approve

3.

Disapprove

1
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Disapprove _ _ _ __

Have a neeting with your tax experts· before any action is taken.
Approve

.

Disapprove
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 15, 1976
MEETING WITH THE ECONOMIC POLICY BOARD
EXECUTIVE CONNITTEE
September 16, 1976
9:30 a.m.
Cabinet Room
From:
I.

II.

L. William Seidman

/tJ3

PURPOSE
A.

To discuss H.R. 10612, the Tax Reform Act of 1976,
revimv the status of the Treasury study of basic
tax refor~ and to discuss your position on the tax
reform issue.

B.

To discuss the sugar situation.

C.

To briefly discuss conference committee action on
extension of the Public Service Employment program.

D.

To briefly discuss the mushroom import situation.

pACKGROUND, PAR'l'ICIPANTS .:AND PRESS PLAN
A.

Background: Last Thursday evening, the Conference Committee completed its action on the Tax Reform Act of
1976. The Conference Report was filed on Monday, September 13. It is scheduled for action in the House
of Representatives at 10:00 a.m. Thursday, September 16.
It is scheduled for action in the Senate later the same
day.
The Treasury has prepared a paper outlining the positive
features of the tax bill, reviewing those Administration
proposals which were omitted from the bill, detailing
the negative features of the bill, and presenting some
advantages and disadvantages to consider in determining whether or not to sign the bill. This paper,
along with a memorandum from Secretary Simon providing
his evaluation of the bill, is attached at Tab A.
The EPB Executive Committee has reviewed the bill as
it Hill be reported by the Conference Commit?~nd
/
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considers it, on balance, a good bill and recommends
that you sign it. The EPB Executive Committee has
also discussed possible points that might be included
in a signing statement. A brief paper outlining some
ideas for a ~igning statement is attached at Tab B.
Last winter you approved Secretary Simon's proposal
to undertake a study of basic tax reform and simplification of the tax system. A status report on that
project, prepared by the Treasury, is also attached
at Tab B.
Sugar: During the first six months of 1976 the price
of rmv sugar fluctuated between approximately 14¢ and
17¢ per pound. Since the middle of July the price
for raw sugar has declined from over 15¢ a pound to
between 9¢ and 10¢ per pound. The prospects for a
rapid rise in sugar prices are not good. The Sugar
Policy Task Force was reconstituted in _,early-:August
to review the outlook for sugar prices and the implications for our sugar policy. A memorandum on the
sugar situation outlining several policy alternatives
is attached at Tab C.
Public Service Employment Bill: The Conference Committee has completed action on H.R. 12987, the Emergency Jobs Program Extension Act of 1976. A memorandum discussing whether you should sign the bill
as it emerged from conference and how your position
should be explained to the public is attached at
Tab D.
Mushroom Imports:. Since May mushroom imports have
rapidly escalated prompting appeals for relief from
domestic mushroom producers. A memorandum on the
situation and recommended course of action is attached
at Tab E.
B.

c.

Participants: L. William Seidman, Alan Greenspan,
James T. Lynn, Elliot L. Richardson, George Dixon,
Charles Robinson, Frederick B. Dent, Earl L. Butz,
·John 0. Marsh, Max Friedersdorf, Brent Scowcroft,
James Cannon, Michael Moskow, Charles Walker, Scott
Crampton.
Press Plan:

White House Press Corps Photo Opportunity.
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III. AGENDA
A.

Tax Reform Bill
Deputy Secretary Dixon and Assistant Secretary Walker
will review the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the status of
the Treasury study of basic tax reform, and your position on the tax reform issue.

B.

Sugar
Secretary Butz will review the sugar situation in the
light of recent significant declines in the price of
raw sugar.

C.

Public Service Jobs Extension Bill
Under Secretary Noskow will briefly revieH the public
service jobs bill.

D.

Mushroom Imports
Ambassador Dent will briefly reviev1 the mushroom import
situation and a recommended course of action.

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON

20220

SEP 11 1976
11EMORANDUM FOR THE ECONOMIC POLICY BOARD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
SUBJECT:

Evaluation of Tax Legislation

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 (HR 10612) has now been
through the Conference. The Conference report is scheduled
to be filed at noon Monday, September 13. The earliest it
can be considered will be noon Thursday unless the Rules
·Committee waives the "3-day rule" or unanimous consent is
obtained to consider the bill at an earlier time.
Hork ·on the tax reform portions of the bill has been
underway for almost four years. Early in 1973 the Admini-.
stration proposed closing tax shelters and s-trengthening the
minimum tax.
I

I

Many provisions have been included in the bill which the
Administration has not proposed. Many are good, some are bad.
There is no doubt that complexity is being added to the tax
code, but much of this is due to the technical character of
the changes. The bill also, however, enacts the long sought
after "deadwood bill" which removes from the Code many obsolete
provisions and unnecessary language.
Among the good features of the bill are those which
close. tax shelters. The Administration recommended doing this
by means of LAL (limitation on artificial accounting losses).
Congress rejected LAL in favor of a different mechanism which,
although not as effective as LAL, should substantially reduce
the use of tax shelters:
The bill also tightens the minimum tax provisions. The
Administrat-ion has consistently urged use of an alternative
minimum tax to assure that all taxpayers pay their fair share
oftaxes. That is if the alternative tax (computed by taxing
certain tax preferences) is higher than the regularly computed
tax, the alternative would apply. The bill, however, uses an
add on minimum tax. That is, regardless of the amount of
regularly computed tax, there will be a minimum tax imposed on
the tax preferences. The principal effect of the add on tax
'"&·'',.~~
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is to increase the tax rate on capital gains. While the
minimum tax provision in the bill is not in the preferred
form, it does assure that tax preferences can no longer be ·
used to escape paying taxes.
·
The bill includes provisions in aid of capital formation:
continuing through 1977 the corporate tax rate ·reductions ·
enacted in 1975, and extending through 1980 the 10% investment
credit.·
·
The bill includes estate tax relief. It allows a credit
equivalent to raising the present $60,000 exemption to. $175,000,
phased in over 5 years. It increases the allowable marital
deduction for transfers between spouses. It provides -special
valuation rules for farms and small businesses. It provides
for a longer payment period for tax attributable to farms and
small businesses.
The attached analysis lists numerous other. good features.
The most significantly bad feature of the bill is the tax
sanction against boycott activity. The Administration has
firmly opposed any such legislation. The Conference adopted
only the principle ·of the.measure, providing for loss of
foreign tax credits~ DISC benefits and benefits of deferring
tax on foreign source income attributable to boycott related
activity. The language is still being developed by the Joint
Committee.
·
·
The cutback on DISC tax .benefits also is bad. The ·bill
cuts them back about 1/3 by adopting an incremental approach
to computi~g .the benefits.
The attached analysis lists numerous other bad features in
the bill.
On balance, I consider the bill, as it will be reported by
the Conference Committee, to be a good one. In my opinion, good
provisions significantly outweigh the bad ones.

William E. Simon

Analysis of Tax Legislation
(H.R. 10612)
A. The tax bill emerging from Conference has the following
good features:
1.

Extends existing tax cuts.

2.

Closes tax shelters. The Administration initiated
an effort to do this in 1973 and has pursued the
effort ever since. Our method was by means of
LAL (limitation on artificial accounting losses);
the bill uses a different mechanism which may not
be as effective but should substantially reduce the
abusive use of tax shelters.

3.

Tightens minimum tax provisions. The administration has consistently urged use of an alternative
minimum tax to assure that all taxpayers pay
their fair share of taxes. The bill, however,
uses an add-on tax, the principal effect of
which is to increase the tax rate ori capital
gains. While the add-on tax is not preferred,
it does assure that tax preferences can no
longer be used to escape paying taxes. The
present 10% minimum tax rate is increased to
15%

4.

Aids capital formation by:
a.

Extending through 1977 the corporate tax rate
reduction and increased surtax exemption
enacted by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975,
and which expired July 1, 1976.

b.

Extends the 10% investment tax credit
through 1980. Otherwise the 10% credit
would expire after 1976, and return to
7%.

c.

Improves availability of investment tax
credit through changing the sequence in
which credits are used.

d.

Avoids possible loss of investment tax credits
and foreign tax credits by allowing election
to carry operating losses forward only instead
of first carrying them backward; extending
carryforward by 2 additional years.
-.""':"(\?··.:,
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Provides estate tax relief by:
a.

Effectively increasing the exemptions to
approximately $175,000 over 5 years.

b.

Increasing the marital deduction for transfer
between spouses.

c.

Extending the period for the payment of the
estate tax attributable to interests in
farms and other closely-held businesses.

d.

Providing for special valuation for real
property used in farms and closely-held
businesses.

6.

Removes from the Code many obsolete prov1s1ons and
unnecessary language - the so-called "Deadwood"
provisions.

7.

Many meritorious provisions are in the bill:
a.

The retirement income credit has been
substantially improved and simplified.

b.

Relief for child care expense has been
expanded and changed from a deduction
to a non-refundable credit.

c.

Alimony is made an above-the-line
deduction,

d.

Moving expense deductions are increased.

e.

Provisions are tightened in abusive use
of:
(1)

Deduction for business use of
homes and expenses of rented
vacation homes.

(2)

Deduction for attending foreign
conventions.

(3)

The "sale" of operating loss
carryovers.

-
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f.

Constructive changes are made in the tax
treatment of foreign income.

g.

Constructive changes are made in certain
administrative provisions, including:
(1)

Publication of private IRS rulings,
without violating taxpayer privacy.

(2)

Restricting disclosure of tax
return information

(3)

Imposing requirements on tax
return preparers

(4)

Giving taxpayers the opportunity to
contest jeopardy assessments

h.

Small corporation (Subchapter S) provisions
have been eased

i.

Tax benefits are provded for rehabilitation
of historic structures

j.

Increase from $1,000 to $2,000 in 1977
and to $3,000 in 1978 the amount of
ordinary income against which capital
losses may be offset

k.

Long-sought and helpful changes are made
for raal estate investment trusts
(REITs) •

1.

The mandatory payout requirement of private
foundations is fixed at 5%. Present law
requires periodic changes--now set at 6.75%.

m.

A charity can bring suit to determine its
right to tax exemption as a charity. Under
present law, the only way to test this issue
is for a contributor to sue when IRS denies his
charitable deduction.

n.

Tax free transfer to partnership and trust
funds are prohibited (swap funds).

o.

Gain from lapse of an option and gain or
loss from a closing transaction in optiOJ)S:,.···~.
·~ ~., ~! /)
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- 4 to be treated as short term capital gain
or loss, not as ordinary income.
·
B.

The bill has omitted the following features which
had been ~ncluded in the Administration's program
1.

The Administ~ation's proposed deepened tax cuts
have not been adopted which also would have:
a.

introduced a higher ($1,000)
personal exemption.

b.

established a simplified standard
deduction

c.

eliminated the refundable earned
income credit.

d.

eliminated the per exemption general
tax credit

2.

The closing of tax shelters by means of LAL
(limitation on artificial accounting losses)
has been rejected in favor of a different
mechanism. The Administration introduced LAL
in 1973. The House version of the tax bill
adopted it. The Senate firmly rejected it.
The alternative mechanism set forth in the bill
may not be as effective as LAL, but should
substantially reduce the abusive use of tax
shelters, and probably is less complicated.

3.

The minimum tax provisions take the form of
an add on tax, not an alternative tax as
proposed by the Administration. The principal
effects of the difference are:
a.

To increase the tax rate on capital
gains. The half of capital gains excluded
from the regular tax base is included in
the minimum tax base.

b.

The add on minimum tax is regressive in
nature, since it is a flat rate on tax
preferences, regardless of the amount
of other taxable income.

- 5 -

C.

4.

The Administration had proposed to repeal
the withholding tax on interest and dividends
paid to foreign investors. This has been
rejected, although the bill does provide for
a permanent exemption from tax of interest
paid on bank accounts of foreigners.

5.

The Administration's job creation proposal
designed to provide jobs in areas of high
unemployment is not included in the bill.

6.

The electric utility tax package proposed
by the Administration is not included in the
bill.

7.

The Broadened Stock Ownership Plan (BSOP)
proposed by the Administration is not in
the bill.

8.

The bill omitted the Administration's proposal
for a sliding scale for reducing the amount
of the capital gain to be taxed according to
the length of time the asset is held.

The bill has the following bad features:
1.

The boycott tax sanctions (sponsored by
Senator Ribicoff) are significantly bad.
They deny to taxpayers participatin·;J in the
boycott the tax benefits of DISC, deferral
of tax on foreign source income and use of
the foreign tax credit.

2.

The foreign bribe provision included in the
Senate bill invoked the same tax sanctions
(DISC, deferral and foreign tax credit) for
taxpayers who pay bribes or make illegal
payments overseas. The Conference Committee
substantially modified the "penalty" by
classifying such payments as deemed distributions to the u.s. parent corporation which
would not reduce the earnings and profits of
the foreign subsidiary. This result is a close
parallel to the tax treatment of bribes and
illegal payments made by domestic u.s.
corporations. The Administration has consistently .
opposed use of the tax system to discipline
·
· ··
overseas behavior.
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3.

The bill cut back by about 1/3 the DISC
tax benefits by adopting an incremental
approach to computing the benefit. The
administration has consistently opposed any
cutback on DISC.

4.

An extra l% investment credit is given to companies
adopting an employee stock ownership plan
(ESOP). This is 100% government financing of
an employee plan with respect to which employers
take no risk--a plan which invests solely in
stock of the employer. Present law which grants
the extra 1% expires after 1976. The bill
extends it to 1980, and adds a still further
1/2 of 1% if matched by a voluntary employee
contribution.

5.

The bill increases the holding period for
long term capital gains to 9 months in 1977
and to 12 months in 1978. The 6 month period
continues for farm commodity futures contracts.

6.

In the estate tax area, the bill provides
that the basis of property held by a
decedent will be "carried over" to his heirs
(not increased to the property's value
on the date of death), except that the
basis will be stepped up to the value of
the property on December 31, 1976. Also,
the bill contains a very complex provision
relating to generation skipping trusts.

7.

Social Security numbers are authorized for
use by State and local authorities, not only
in connection with tax administration
(which the Administration has not opposed)
but also in connection with drivers licenses,
motor vehicle registration and the location
of runaway parents.

8.

Other undesirable provisions include
the following:

-
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a.

One half the normal investment tax
credit is provided for vessels constructed
with money from tax-free capital
construction funds.

b.

Enforcement of tax crimes will be impeded
by provisions in the bill which give
taxpayers the right to contest an administrative 3rd party summons. The measure
will virtually assure that in criminal tax
investigations only judicial summons will
be available.

c.

Contributions to water and sewer utilities
in aid of construction will not be taxable
to them. With a proper phase-in, such
contributions should be taxable. In any
event, there should be consistent rules
for all utilities.

d.

Countries which aid and abet international
terrorists will be denied preferential
tariff treatment. The wrong remedy is
used for the problem, as in the case of
tax sanctions for boycotting activity.

e.

Railroads and airlines are singled out for
preferential treatment by being able to
use investment tax credits up to 100%
of tax liability (instead of 50% under
current law) for 1977 and 1978 declining
10% per year after 1978 until returned
to 50% in 1983. Utilities were given similar
benefits by the 1975 Act but no other
taxpayer entitled to an investment credit
has the same benefit. The reasons for
providing special treatment for utilities
are inapplicable to airlines and railroads.

f.

The bill makes an unwarranted statutory
classification as self-employed persons
(hence not subject to withholding or
employment taxes) crewmen on a fishing
boat with a crew less than 10. While
not significant in impact, the provision
is symbolic of unwarranted complexity and
discrimination among taxpayers.

..
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D.

Balanced evaluation

Given the relative significance of the good and bad
features, the good outweigh the bad. It is a matter of
judgement how heavily to weigh that balance. Weight cannot
be measured merely by a numerical listing of the good and
bad.
(See the full tally sheet for the relevant numbers).
Secretary Simon weighing:
66 2/3% good
33 1/3% bad
E.

Tax Reform still to come

The present tax bill, engrafting as it does so many
complicated measures on an already complicated tax code,
points dramatically to the need for a basic restructuring of
the tax law.
The Treasury Department has been at work since early in
the year developing a specific proposal for basic tax reform.
Attached is a status report of the project (as of July 27,
1976).
The fundamental objective of the proposal will be to
present a tax system that is simple, fair, and economically
efficient. It necessarily will be responsive to the need
for job creation and capital formation.
Included, of course,
will be the objective sought by the Administration's integration proposal to avoid the double tax on dividends. Until
the basic tax reform package is presented for approval of
the President (it is scheduled for mid-December) any new
tax program or proposal should be kept sufficiently general
that it will not impede the flexibility needed to move in
the direction of a more basically restructured system.
F. Options
1.

Sign the bill.

Advantages:

Supports the tax reform effort which
has been underway since 1973.
Enacts the many desirable measures
in the bill.
:'

...
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An accompanying statement can emphasize
that the tax cuts should have been
deeper; also can comment on bad features
of the bill.
Disadvantages:
Further complicates the law.
Tax reform elements of the bill are not
significant enough to warrant the complexity.
Better to await more basic reform
Enacts undesirable provisions of the bill.
2.

Veto the bill

Advantages:
Avoids further complicating the law.
Tax reform elements are not significant
enough to warrant the complexity.
More basic reform should be made.
Prevents enactment of undesirable
provisions of the bill.
Disadvantages:
Disavows the tax reform features
of the bill.
Lose the desirable provisions in the bill.
Will require a revised bill with tax
cuts equivalent to those in the bill or
there will be a 1976 tax increase.

IDEAS FOR A SIGNING STATEHENT
If you decide to sign the bill, there will be an
opportunity, when signing, to make a statement concerning
your tax program generally. This could include the
£allowing:
1. Disappointment that the tax cuts were not as
deep as you had recommended.
2. Disappointment that the bill omitted elements of
your tax program including:
a.

The job creation proposal designed to provide
jobs in areas of high une..."'Tiployment.

b.

The broadened stock ownership plan.

c.

The proposal to repeal the withholding tax
on interest and dividends paid to foreign
investors. The bill does, however, provide
for a permanent exemption from tax of
interest paid on bank accounts of foreigners-an exemption which has heretofore been only
temporary.

d.

The electric utility tax package.

e.

The proposal for a sliding scale for reducing
the amount of capital gain to be taxed according to the length of time the asset is-held.

3. Disappointment that the bill contains the bad features it does, including:
a.

The boycott tax sanctions.

b.

The reduction in DISC benefits.

c.

The 100% government financing of the investment credit ESOP--a provision which gives an
extra 1% investment credit to companies
adopting an empl~yee stock ownership plan
which invests solely in stock of the employer.
The Administration has consistently urged, but
without success, the adoption of a broadened
stock ownership plan (BSOP) which is not nearly
as heavily subsidized as an ESOP, and has much
broader appl~cation.

-2d.

The increase of the present 6 month holding
period for long term capital gains to 9
months in 1977 and to 12 months in 1978.

4. Concern that the bill adds such an additional weight
of complexity to the already dangerously complex tax code ·
that the voluntary compliance and self-assessment elements of
our system will be severely damaged.
5. A move towards true·tax reform is underway. Having
seen the dangers of an ever-increasing complexity of the tax
code, the A~~inistration directed the Treasury Department
early this year to undertake a project to design a basically
restructured and simplified tax law. The present system is
being examined for the purpose of changing it to achieve the ·
following objectives:
a.

Make i t simple.

b.

Make it more fair.

c.

Make it economically efficient.

The simplification goal is self-evident. The Code pro. visions should be easily understood and applied, especially
by the large majority of individual taxpayers. Simplicity is
of less concern to high income, sophisticated taxpayers and
large business enterprises.
The fairness goal is designed to treat equally situated
taxpayers in as equal a manner as possible, and to produce a
system under which all taxpayers are perceived to pay, and
in fact do pay, their fair share of taxes.
The economic efficiency goal is designed to neutralize
the tax system in the utilization and allocation of resources.
Tentative decisions are being made on specific elements
in the proposed restructured system. These have not yet been
completed. vllien they are, computer analysis will enable a
determination of an appropriate rate structure. Statutory
rates should be lower than present rates.
Until the computer analysis has been made it will not be
possible to determine how practical the tentative decisions
have been. Some may very vlell have to be changed.
\' .~
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When a viable package emerges (perhaps by mid-November}
we can then develop a mechanism for phasing in the new
syst~~.
This work is essential before the proposal can be
made public, and it probably can not be ready much before
the end of the year.
6. When the next Congress convenes, the deepened tax
cuts and other desirable measures omitted from the bill will
be introduced.

,·

.
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Status Report on Basic Tax Reform
(July 27, 1976)

. The present income tax system purports to impose tax on
a net income base, but the actual base used does not derive
from consistent application of any concept of income. Many
items are excluded from the base that really are income, and
many deductions, exemptions, credits, exclusions, etc. are
applied in reduction of the base which are not costs of ·
producing income. Moreover, there is no consistent approach
to the economic consequences of taxes reflected in the
present system. For example, many provisions are biased
against saving and capital accumulation; a few are biased
for it.
In approaching the Basic Tax Reform project, we are
examining the present system for the purpose of changing it
to achieve the following objectives:
1.

Make it simple.

2.

Make it more fair.

3.

Make it economically efficient.

The simplification goal is self-evident. The Code
provisions should be easily understood and applied, especially
by the large majority of individual taxpayers. Simplicity
is of less concern to high income, sophisticated taxpayers
and large business enterprises.
The fairness goal is designed to treat equally situated
taxpayers in as equal a manner as possible, and to produce a
system under which all taxpayers are perceived to pay, and
in fact do pay, their fair share of taxes.
The economic efficiency goal is designed to neutralize
the tax system in the utilization and allocation of resources.
The review has assumed that no changes would occur in
the total revenue raised, in the effective degree of progressivity in the present tax system, or in the distribution
of the tax burden among income classes.
The project is under the direction of the Secretary of
the Treasury, William E. Simon. He has assigned it to his
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, Charles ¥. Walker, who

- 2 is developing the project with Deputy Assistant Secretaries
David F. Bradford and William M. Goldstein. They are making
tentative decisions on specific elements in the proposed
restructured system. They have been going through the Code
as it now exists and have made numerous tentative decisions.
More are yet to be made. When these have been completed,
computer analysis can begin to determine the appropriate
rate structure. We expect to find statutory rates very substantially lower than present rates.
Until the computer analysis has been made (perhaps by
the end of September), it will not be possible to determine
how practical the tentative decisions have been. Some may
very well have to be changed.
When a viable package emerges we can then develon a
mech-anism for phasing in the new system. This work is
essential before the proposal can be made public, and it
probably can not be ready much before the end of the year.
Our present feeling is that no effort should be made to
introduce legislation to adopt the new system·in the near
future. Rather public education and discussion of it should
occur appropriately in advance of Congressional consideration.
It is premature at this time to state any of the tentative decisions which have been made. It can be said, however,
that there has been an effort to broaden the tax base in every
reasonable and consistent way, and to reduce deductions, credits
and exemptions to a minimum. In this respect, the starting
point has been to eliminate all of them, and to retreat from
that point only as far as necessary to advance the goals of
simplicity, fairness and efficiency of the tax system. Decisions
also have been made concerning the measurement and taxation of
income from business, conducted both in corporate and noncorporate
form. Decisions are in process with respect to the measurement
and taxation of foreign source income. Decisions are yet to be
made on numerous other subjects, including proposed statutory
assurance that the relative tax burden among income classes,
reflected by the lower rate structure adopted for the broadened
base, will remain constant.
The finished product will be appropriate for publication.
Its precise form has not yet been designed. The target date is
December 15, 1976.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 15, 1976

MEMORANDUN FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

L. WILLIAN SEIDMAN

SUBJECT:

U. S. Sugar Policy

olllfS

The prices U. S. sugarbeet and sugarcane producers are receiving
have declined to a level where they cannot operate profitably
over the current season. Numerous sugar producers and their
Congressional represen-tatives have urged the Administration to
raise prices through existing Presidential authority. Cane
refiners, food manufacturers, and consumers oppose a governmentinduced sharp increase in sugar prices.
·
;.

The Sugar Policy Task Force \vas reconstituted \·Then sugar prices
declined sharply in early August to review the outlook for
sugar prices and the implications for our sugar policy. The
Task Force has completed its update of the supply, demand and
price projections for the remainder of 1976. The policy alternatives have been reviewed by the EPB Executive Committee. This
memorandum seeks your decision on three policy alternatives.
Background
Forty years of'protection afforded the U.S. sugar industry
ended on December 31, 1974 with the expiration of the Sugar Act.
With the expiration of the Act imminent, and sugar prices at
their historical peak, you took administrative action on
November 18, 1974, establishing an unrestrictive import quota
of 7 million tons for sugar in order to retain the tariff on
sugar at its lowest legal rate. This administrative action and
the expiration of the Act signalled a shift in U.S. sugar policy
toward an open market orientation.
Since late 1974, sugar prices have drifted steadily downward.
The price of raw sugar has fallen from an historical high of
64.5 cents per pound in November 1974 to 9.6 cents on
September 13. The current price is at an unprofitable level
for U.s. producers and the outlook is for prices to remain -,,,
<-•.---.
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unprofitable at least through the end of 1976. This low price
trend could continue well into 1977 depending on the planting
intentions of Northern Hemisphere sugarbeet producers \vhich
will not be known until early 1977. Depressed sugar prices
are primarily a result of excess supply.
Policy Considerations
Protective action 'l.•lhich significantly increased the price of
sugar would please ·the 13,400 farmers who produce sugar by
helping them to minimize short-term losses and avoid a contraction in production. Hmv-ever, since other sweeteners such
as high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) can be produced at less cost
than most U.S. sugar, a protected price for sugar would encourage
increased investment in HFCS production and thereby hasten its
displacement of sugar. This would lead to a long-term reduction
in U.S. sugar imports, domestic sugar production, or both. It
is estimatedthat HFCS will have displaced about 10 perc~nt of
U.S. sugar consumption by the end of 1976. While the pro-tective
options discussed below can provide short-term relief, they will
not sustain u.s. sugar producers at current record high production levels. Lower-cost HFCS will continue to increase its
share of the sweetener market at the expense of sugar.
If a decision not to protect is made, losses will likely be
experienced by domestic producers.
Areas with high costs and/
or reasonable crop al-ternatives vTOuld likely shift from sugar to
more profitable crops with a resul-ting decline in U.S. sugar
production.
The U.S. has historically relied on foreign sources for about
45 percent of its sugar, al-though in 197 5 imports declined to
38 percent. Most foreign suppliers are LDCs that depend on
sugar to earn a major portion of their foreign exchange.
About 20 percent o£ imported sugar enters duty-free under the
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) for eligible LDCs.
Each one cent increase in the price of raw sugar costs U.S.
consumers an estimated $200 million.
In the long-term, consumers
would pay higher but more stable prices for sugar in a protected
market than in an unprotected market.
The return to a protected sugar market would be inconsistent_
with the open market orientation of U.S. agricultural policy.
While continuation of current U.S. sugar policy \vould be consistent with overall U.S. agricultural policy, it could result
in increased pressure for restrictive legislation to be~~f_it
U.S. sugar producers.
· --

,:>.
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ITC Escape Clause Investigation
On September 14 the Senate Finance Committee, at the initiative
of Sen a tor Car 1 Curtis, voted to reque s ·t the U.S. In-ternational
Trade CoTh~ission (USITC) to undertake a Section 201 escape
clause investigation to de-termine whether U.S. sugar producers
are being injured by sugar imports or whether there is the threat_
of such injury.
By statute the USITC has six months in which to
conduct its investigation. The USITC normally takes about six
months to complete most of its studies. While the sugar investigation could be expedited, it is highly unlikely that it will
be completed in less than three months.
Options
The EPB Executive Cowmittee considered several policy options,
including a price support program for sugar and removing sugar
from the list of products eli~ble for GSP, concluding that these
options were not feasible for budgetary and foreign policy
reasons.
Three policy options are outlined ~or your consideration.
Option 1:

Continue the curren-t policy and issue a Presidential
Statemen-t calling for an expedited USITC investigation.

The sta-tement W'Ould indica-te that you join with the Senate Finance
Committee in its request for the USITC study, that you are \vithholding action until the study is comple-ted, and that you are
requesting the USITC to expedite the investigation. This option
would continue the U.S. open market sugar policy by maintaining
the global quota at an unrestrictive level of 7 million tons and
retaining the tariff at its lowest legal rate.
Advantages:
o An open market policy encourages the most efficient
allocation of resources both there and abroad by allowing
the market to determine prices and production.
o An open market policy results in lower but more volatile
prices to U.S. consumers than in a protected sugar market.
o The current sugar policy is consistent with overall U.S.
agricultural policy.
o A Presidential statement \•7ould demonstrate your concern
\·Thile indicating \vhy no pro-tective action is b~i.ng taken
at this time.
~ ~t,..~
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-4Disadvantages:
o Domestic sugar producers \vould experience short-term
losses.
o Continued depressed prices \vould increase pressure for
the consideration of sugar legislation early in 1977.
o Sugar producers would likely ~iew this as insufficient
action to meet their current difficulties.
Option 2:

Triple the duty on sugar and issue a Presidential
Statement calling for an expedited USITC investigation.

The statement would indicate that you join with the Senate
Finance Commi-ttee in i·ts reques-t for the USITC study but that,
given the current low-price situation, immediate action is·
necessary and that therefore you are tripling the duty from
.625 cents per pound to 1.875 cents per pound.
Advantages:
o Since a tariff is the least distorting restrictive trade
measure, i t would be more consistent \vith overall U.S.
agricultural policy than a restrictive quota.
o Treasury receipts would increase 1.25 cents per pound of
sugar imported into the U.S.
If such a duty increase 1r1ere
in effect throughout 1976, ·the increase in Treasury
receipts would amount to $85.2 million.
o Tripling the duty could be viewed by sugar producers as
a more decisive action than merely calling for an
expedited·USITC investigation.

•
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Disadvantages:
-'· f

o Announcement of a tripling of the duty on sugar 'ir7ould --"""-~~__):/
undoubtedly prompt adverse consumer reaction.
o An increase in the tariff \,Tould provide little or no
immediate price protection for U.S. producers. Foreign
suppliers are likely to absorb the increased tariff to
maintain their competitive position thereby reducing their
export earnings.
o Sugar producers would likely view this as insufficient
action to meet their current difficulties and criticize
the policy as ineffective.

-5o Although permissible under the GATT, an increase in the
duty could cause some adverse reaction from our trading
partners.
o The ITC study could criticize the tariff increase as
ineffective.
Option 3:

Impose a restrictive global quota with no duty
change.

A restrictive 4 million ton quota would be set initially, thus
requiring stock reduction to allow consumption at its expected
level for 1976. This action \vould reduce domestic supplies by
2 percent, resulting in a 4-5 cent increase in sugar prices
before the end of 1976.
Advantages:
o A restrictive quota would preven·t domestic producers
from incurring immediate losses and, therefore, would
slow a significant contraction in U.S. sugar production.
o A restrictive quota may reduce pressure for sugar legislation in 1977.
Disadvantages:
o A quota would not provide long-term protection to U.S.
sugar prbducers from other S"~.-7eeteners competition. It
could, in fact, encourage HFCS production and consumption
thereby displacing sugar consumption. A reduction in
U.S. sugar imports, domestic sugar production, or both
could result.
o A restrictive quo·ta would require some allocation system
to avoid cutting across contracts and other trade distortions.
The traditional allocation method has been on
a country-by-country basis \vhich would cause foreign
relations problems.
o In the long term, consumers would pay higher, more stable
prices for sugar.
In the short term, retail prices \vould
be 4-5 cents per pound higher than they would at levels
associated with current raw sugar prices. The aggregate
cost to consumers would range bebveen $800 million and
$1 billion annually.

-6-

Decision
Option 1

Continue the current policy and issue a
Presidential Statement calling for an
expedited USITC investigation.
Supported by;

Option 2

Triple the duty on sugar and issue a
Presidential Statement calling for an
expedited USITC investigation.
Supported by:

Option 3

Treasury, Commerce, STR,
State, CEA

Agriculture, Labor

Impose a restrictive global quota.with no
duty change.
Supported by:

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 15, 1976

MEHORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

SEIDHAN~

FRO!vi:

L. WILLIAM

SUBJECT:

Conference Committee Action on Extension of
the Public Service Employment Program

The Conference Committee has comple·ted action on H .R. 12987,
the Emergency Jobs Program Extension Act of 1976. Before·
they began their deliberations, the conferees were informed
of your decision of August 30 that you supported an extension of the program (Title VI) at current levels as long as
new employees were limited to the long-term unemployed.
The Conference version targets 50 percent or the job openings
resulting from attrition to the long-term unemployed and limits all jobs resulting from an increase in the size of the
program to the long-term unemployed. As expected, the size
of the program has been left open for resolution at the appropriations stage.
This memorandum discusses whether you should sign the bill as
it emerged from conference and how your position should be explained to the public.
Issue 1:

Option 1:

Should you sign the conference bill \vhich limits
only 50 percent of new positions to the long-term
unemployed?
Sign H.R. 12987

....

c..:

'
t

·.. · r

Advantages:
o The bill establishes the principle that the public
service jobs program should be targetted to the longterm unemployed. This is consistent with your original
request for this program in October 1974.
o You can justifiably claim credit for the provisions in
the bill limiting eligibility to the long-term unemployed since this was the thrust of your original proposal and since your position, as conveyed to the conferee~ almost certainly was responsible for the limitations
that are included in the conference version.

-2o Support for H.R. 12987 is consistent with your announced
high priority for jobs and desire to more effectively
target Federal outlays for jobs programs.
o A major reason the eligibility limitations were not applied across the board is the crime wave in Detroit where
PSE funds were used to rehire laid off policemen.
Option 2:

Veto H.R. 12987

Advantages:
o The bill continues a 260,000 emergency job program at a
time when we are in the midst of a healthy recovery.
o If you sign the authorization bill, it may prove impractical to oppose an increase in the size of the program
at the appropriation stage if the appropriation for. this
program is included in an omnibus bill at the end of the
session.
Decision
Option 1

Sign H.R. 12987
Supported by:

Option 2

Labor, Commerce, Treasury, OMB
Cannon, Friedersdorf, Marsh

- - - - - - Veto H.R. 12987
Supported by: Greenspan*

* Given the options I would recommend a veto. However, I wonder
whether there are other potential options such as allowing the
bill to become law without your signature or alternatively
signing the extension of the act but being prepared to veto an
omnibus appropriations bill if the amounts for the public service jobs program and/or other elements in the omnibus appropriations bill are excessive.
Philip Buchen:

I would lean towards recommending that the President sign H.R. 12987. However, before making a
firm recommendation, I \vould want to s9-.e.--t!1e ONB
report on the enrolled bill.
('~.. fC[;·c;--'>\.
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-3Issue 2:

Should you announce your position on H.R. 12987 before
f1nal congressional action or wait to announce your
position when the bill reaches your desk?

The House is schedvledto vote on the Conference Report on
Thursday, September 16. The bill should reach the Senate early
the week of September 20.
If you decide to sign the bill, regardless of when you make your
position known, your statement could rely on two bases:
(1) the
importance of targetting public service jobs on the long-term
unemployed now that the recovery is proceeding well; (2) the
appropriateness of relaxing present restrictions as an emergency
measure to permit urban areas confronted with unrest to rehire
law enforcement officers.
The Department of Labor anticipates that the House Appropriations
Committee will begin consideration of a supplemental appropriation
for this program the week of September 20. ·
Option 1:

Issue a statement on H.R. 12987 before Senate action
on the Conference Report.

Advantages:
o Issuing a statement before final congressional action
puts you in the position of leading rather than reacting since you could call upon the Congress to pass or
defeat the bill.
Disadvantages:
o If you reveal your position on the bill before congressional action is completed, this could encourage the
Appropriations Commitees to increase the size of the
program substantially since the authorization bill
authorizes "such sums as may be provided."
Option 2:

Make no statement on H.R. 12987 until the bill
reaches your desk.

If you decide to sign the bill and the Appropriations Committees
have not acted, you could take the initiative on program size
by announcing submission of a supplemental appropriation request
in your signing statement.

-4Advantages:
o Permits you to \vithhold a public commitment to the bill
until the size of the program is more clearly defined.
o Uncertainty as to your intentions can be used to obtain
greater leverage with the appropriations committees.
Disadvantage:
o Puts you in the position of reacting rather than leading.
Decision
Option 1

Issue a statement on H.R. 12987 before
Senate action on the Conference Report.
Supported by:

Option 2

Commerce, Friedersdorf

Make no statement on H.R. 12987 until the
bill reaches your desk.
Supported by:

Labor, OMB, CEA, Marsh, Buchen

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 15, 1976

Ivrt.NORAHDUN FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

L. WILLIAM SEIDMAN

SUBJECT:

Mushroom Imports

~

On March 17, 1976, the u.s. International Trade Commission
(USITC) announced its finding that the domestic mushroom canning industry was being injured or threatened with injury by
imports and recommended expedited adjustment assistance as the
reraedy. On Hay 17, 1976, as required by law, you accepted the
recommendation of the USITC and ordered expedited adjustment
assistance for the industry and its workers.
Since Hay mushroom imports have rapidly escalated. Imports
during the first seven months of 1976 were up 29 percent over
the comparable period in 1975. Imports during June and July
this year were 108 percent higher than the comparable period
in 1975 and far exceeded the previous record for imports in any
one month.
Mushroom Imports
(thousands of pounds)
1975

1976

January-May
June
July

23,330
4,708
6,025

21,744
10,391
11,939

January-July

34,063

44,074

Government figures for August will not be available until September 24. However, spot checks with selected ports indicate
that the pattern of increased imports is continuing.
If this
pattern of significantly increaseG imports continues, imports
would equal total current u.s. consumption.
The surge in mushroom imports comes primarily from the Republic
of China and the Republic of Korea. They have captured a large
sriare of the u.s. market because of their significantly lower
production costs. Moreover, restraints on mushroom imports by
the European Community have exacerbated the situation. ~~
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Domestic mushroom producers, which are concentrated in Pennsylvania and Michigan, question the effectiveness of adjustment
assistance as a solution to their problem and are distressed
by the dramatic increase in imports since the matter was revie'vved by the USITC.
The industry has urged restrictive legislation in the Congress.
Since hearings have not been held on these bills, it is virtually certain that no legislative action will be taken this
session. On September 2, 1976, the Trade Subcommittee of the
House 'Nays and Means Committee passed a concurrent resolution
calling upon the President to negotiate with representatives
of foreign governments in an effort to obtain agreements limiting exports of mushrooms to the United States.
If these negotiations are unsuccessful during a 90-day period, the resolution
calls for a referral of the case to the USITC. The future of
this resolution in the Congress is uncertain.
The Economic Policy Board has reviewed this issue and there is
general agreement that the situation for the domestic mushroom
industry has significantly deteriorated in the period since the
USITC announced its finding and that some action is merited.
This conviction is strengthened by the restraints applied to
mushroom imports by the European Community which have resulted
in a diversion of exports to the U.S. market.
There is agreement that the best legal course available is to
seek a reinvestigation of the matter by the USITC and to direct
the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations to discuss
the problem with the major supplying countries (Korea and Taiwan)
with a view to obtaining their commitment to moderate the quantity of exports to the U.S.
Recommendation
The EPB Executive Committee unanimously recommends that you
direct the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations to seek
a reinvestigation of the matter by the USITC and that you direct
the STR to discuss the problem with the major supplying countries
with a view to obtaining their commitment to moderate the quantity
of exports to the U.S.
John Marsh, James Cannon, Brent Scowcroft, and Max Friedersdorf concur with this recommendation.
Philip Buchen has no objection.
Approve

Disapprove

~1-/tJJ{!TEe tJ~·t>r.l
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Tax Bill Signing Statement

Today I have signed into law the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
This action reflects my judgment that, on balance, the beneficial effects of the good provisions in this massive piece of
legislation substantially outweigh the detrimental effects of
the provisions which I find objectionable.
I am pleased that in this bill the Congress has raised
the minimum tax and has taken meaningful action to eliminate
the use of so-called tax shelters by individuals with high
incomes.

These actions are consistent with my past proposals

and firm support of strong measures designed to close these
loopholes.

In doing so, we are moving toward a tax system under

which each taxpayer bears his or her fair share of the overall
tax burden.
I am also gratified that the Congress has adopted the
program of estate tax relief which I proposed at the beginning
of this year.

The Act essentially includes my proposals to

increase the basic estate tax exemption from $60,000 to the
equivalent of $175,000, to liberalize the marital deduction
for the transfer of property between spouses, and to provide
special relief to the owners of family farms and businesses so
that their heirs are not forced to liquidate these enterprises
in order to pay estate taxes.

The estate tax provisions have

both simplified and made much more equitable our system ~;~o~\
;::;

;
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estate taxation.
Despite the contribution many provisions of this tax bill
make to improving our tax system,

Me ./;LI/

~~fails

to include several

important and necessary changes in our tax structure.

We must

continue to reform our tax system in three important ways.
First, the best kind of tax reform is tax reduction.
Americans currently pay excessive taxes, particularly middle
and low income Americans.

This Act does temporarily continue

the tax reductions enacted last year, but it fails to include
my proposals for permanent deepened tax cuts.

In particular,

I am disappointed that the Congress did not reduce individual
income taxes by the additional $10 billion I recommended.

If

Congress had adopted this measure together with an equal reduction in federal spending, the American people, rather than the
Congress, could decide how that extra $10 billion should be
spent.

Accordingly, I will again urge Congress next year to

further reduce the tax burden on Americans by increasing permanently the personal income tax exenNion from $750 to $1,000.
Second, increased investment through appropriate tax
.. incentives is absolutely essential if

\<Te

are to succeed in

creating productive jobs for our growing labor force.

Such

tax incentives can help focus investment in those areas where
new jobs are needed most.

I will again propose that Congress

-·3-

grant special tax benefits in the form of acce{fated depreciation for new plants and equipment in areas of high unemployment.

I will also strongly recommend enactment of several

other tax measures to aid in capital formation including:

reduc-

ing the maximum corporate tax rate from 48 to 46 percent; enacting a broadened stock ownership plan to increase the participation of low and middle income Americans in the ownership of
our free enterprise system; and adopting the proposal I made
over a year ago to integrate the corporate and personal income
taxes thereby eliminating the present burden of double taxation
of dividends which presently inhibits savings and investment and
places our nation at a disadvantage in competing for world markets

wi~h

other industrialized countries.

Third, we must move toward a simplified and more equitable
tax code.

Last January, I requested the Secretary of the Trea-

sury to study the potential for restructuring and simplifying
the present tax code.
It involves an

The Treasury study is well underway.

ex?~ination

of our present tax code aimed at

making it more sinple, more fair, and more economically efficient.

The Treasur1 is scheduled to report to me on the pro-

ject in December.

I will carefully review this study as an

important part of my Administration's effort to make our tax
system

fair and equitable for all Americans.
... . ; ;; }j
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Date:
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Time:

October 2

FOR ACTION:

LOG NO.:

WASHINGTON

Paul Leach
Max Friedersdorf
Bobbie Kilberg
Alan Greenspan
Bill Seidman

230pm

cc (for information):

Jack Marsh
Jim Connor
Ed Schmults

Paul O'Neill
Robert Hartmann

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Date:

Time: 400 pm
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SUBJECT:

Signing Statement -

H.R. 10612-Tax Reform Act

ACTION REQUESTED:
--For Necessary Action

_ _ For Your Recommendations

_ _ P:repa.re Agenda a.nd Brief

_ _ Draft Reply

__K

For Your Comments

_ _ Draft Remarks

REMARKS:

please return to judy johnston,ground floor west wing

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL'SUBMITTED.
I£ you have any questions or if you anticipate a.
delay in submitting the required material, please
telephone the Staff Sec:etary immediately.
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Tax Bill Signing Statement

Today I have signed into law the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
This action reflects my judgment that, on balance, the beneficial effects of the good provisions in this massive piece of
legislation substantially outweigh.the detrimental effects of
the provisions which I find objectionable.
I am pleased that in this bill the Congress has raised
the minimum tax and has taken meaningful action to eliminate
the use of so-called tax shelters by individuals with high
incomes.

These actions are consistent with my past proposals

and firm support of strong measures designed to close these
loopholes.

In doing so, we are moving toward a tax system under

which each taxpayer bears his or her fair share of the overall
tax burden.
I am also gratified that the Congress has adopted the
progrruu of estate tax relief which I proposed at the beginning
of this year.

The Act essentially includes my proposals to

increase the basic estate tax exemption from $60,000 to the
equivalent of $175,000, to liberalize the marital deduction
.. for the transfer of property bet\·7een spouses, and to provide
I

special relief to the owners of family farms and businesses so
that their heirs are not forced to liquidate these enterprises
in order to pay estate taxes.

The estate tax provisions have

both simplified and made much more equ~~able our system of
~-·...,~"'
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estate taxation.
Despite the contribution many provisions of this tax bill
.
the bill
to
improv1ng
our
tax
system,
._.A fails to include several
make
important and necessary changes in our tax structure.

We must

continue to reform our tax system in three important \•raysFirst, the best kind of tax reform is tax reduction.
Americans currently pay excessive taxes, particularly middle
and low income Americans.

This Act does temporarily continue

the tax reductions enacted last year, but it fails to include
my proposals for permanent deepened tax cuts.

In particular,

I am disappointed that the Congress did not reduce individual
income ~axes by the additional $10 billion I recommended.

If

Congress had adopted this measure together with an equal reduction in federal spending, the American people, rather than the
Congress, could decide how that extra $10 billion should be
spent.

Accordingly, I will again urge Congress next year to

further reduce the tax burden on Americans by increasing permanently the perso~~l income tax exemption from $750 to $1,000.
Second, incrs~sed investment through appropriate tax
incentives is absolutely essential i;E
~

\<Te

are to succeed in

creating productive jobs for our growing labor force.

Such

tax incentives can help focus investment in those areas where
new jobs are needed most.

I will again propose that Congress

-·
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grant special tax benefits in the form of acce~ateddeprecia
tion for new plants and equipment in areas of high unemployment.

I will also strongly recommend enactment of several

other tax measures to aid in capital formation including:

reduc-

ing the maximum corporate tax rate from 48 to 46 percent; enacting a broadened stock ownership plan to increase the participation of low and middle income Americans in the ownership of
our free enterprise system; and adopting the proposal I made
over a year ago to integrate the corporate and personal income
taxes thereby eliminating the present burden of double taxation
of dividends which presently inhibits savings and investment and
places our nation at a disadvantage in competing for world markets with other industrialized countries.
?hird, we must Bove toward a simplified and more equitable
tax code.

Last Jan~ary, I requested the Secretary of the Trea-

sury to study the potential for restructuring and simplifying
the present tax code.

The Treasury study is well under·.:W?-Y-

It involves an exa=iuation of our present tax code aimed at
making it more si~le, more fair, and more economically efficient.

The Treas~ is scheduled to report to me on the pro-

ject in Dece:rilier.

I will carefully~;review this study as an

important part of my Administration•s effort to make our tax
system

fair and equitable for all Araericans.

L.-D"')~ Jlc;e~/(j;.)
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Tax Bill Signing Statement

Today I have signed into law the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
This action reflects my judgment that, on balance, the beneficial effects of the good provisions in this massive piece of
legislation substantially outweigh the detrimental effects of
the provisions which I find objectionable.
I am pleased that in this bill the Congress has raised
the minimum tax and has taken the most meaningful action to
date to eliminate the use of so-called tax shelters by individuals with high incomes.

These actions are consistent with

my past proposals and firm support of strong measures designed
to close these loopholes. In doing so, we are moving toward a
tax syst~ under which each taxpayer bears his or her fair share
of the overall tax burden.

I am also gratified that the Congress has adopted the program of estate tax relief which I proposed at the beginning of
this year.

The Act essentially includes my proposals to increase

the basic estate tax exemption from $60,000 to the equivalent of
$175,000, to liberalize the marital deduction for the transfer
of property betwee~ spouses, and to provide special relief to
the owners of fruuily farms and businesses so that their heirs
are not forced to liquidate these enterprises in order to pay
estate taxes.

The estate tax provisions have both simplified

and made much more equitable our system of estate taxat.j.on~
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However, the Act fails to make several very significant
changes in our tax structure which would greatly benefit the
national economy and which I will urge the new Congress to
adopt next year.
The Act does temporarily continue the tax reductions
enacted last year, but it fails to include my proposals for
permanent deepened tax cuts.

In particular, I am disappointed

that the Congress did not increase the personal exemption from
$750 to $1,000, a proposal that would have reduced individual
income taxes by an additional $10 billion.

If Congress had

adopted this measure together with an equal reduction in federal
spending, the American people rather than the Congress could
decide how that extra $10 billion should be spent.
I also regret the Congress' decision to use the Internal
Revenue Code in an attempt to counteract the Arab boycott of
Israel.

While I fully share Congress' disapproval of the

boycott itself, this particular tax measure, in my view, will
not help and could conceivably hamper, the vigorous efforts my
Administration is

~king

to the Middle East.

to end this boycott and restore peace

This matter necessarily requires delicate

diplomacy and is already being dealt with firmly by all appropriate measures.
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Another undesirable provision of the bill impacts
adversely on the efforts of the government to obtain records
of third parties needed for income tax investigations of
organized crime and white collar crime.

I will recommend

remedial legislation to the next Congress.

Despite the contribution many provisions of this tax bill
make to improving our tax system, it fails to include several
important and necessary changes in our tax structure.

We must

continue to reform our tax system in three important ways.
First, the best kind of tax reform is tax reduction.

Americans

currently pay excessive taxes, particularly middle- and lowincome

Am~ricans.

Accordingly, I will again urge Congress next

year to further reduce the tax burden on Americans by increasing
permanently the personal income tax exemption from $750 to $1,000.
Second, increased investment through appropriate tax incentives is absolutely essential if we are to succeed in creating
productive jobs for cur growing labor force.
can help focus
needed most.

inves~ent

Such tax incentives

in those areas where new jobs are

I will again propose that Congress grant special

tax benefits in the form of accelerated depreciation for new
plants and equipment in areas of high unemployment.

I will also

strongly recommend enactment of several other tax measures to aid
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in capital formation including:

reducing the maximum corporate

tax rate from 48 to 46 percent; enacting a broadened stock
ownership plan to increase the participation of low- and
middle-income Americans in the ownership of our free enterprise
system; and adopting the proposal I made over a year ago to
integrate the corporate and personal income taxes thereby
eliminating the present burden of double taxation of dividends
which presently inhibits savings and investment and places our
nation at a disadvantage in competing for world markets with
other industrialized countries.
Third, we must move toward a simplified and more equitable
tax code., Last January, I requested the Secretary of the
Treasury to study the potential for restructuring and simplifying the present tax code.
way.

It involves an

The Treasury study is we-ll under

examination of our present tax code aimed

at making it more simple, more fair and more economically efficient.

The Treasury is scheduledto report to me on the project

in December.

I will carefully review this study as an important

part of my Ad.-·ninist.:::::-2-t.ion' s effort to make our tax system fair
qnd equitable for all

&~ericans.
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